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Computer-based multimedia technologies allow designers to construct interactive and animated graphical presentations to communicate dynamic information. The conventional wisdom is that such presentations are more effective than printed materials. This paper presents research that critically examines this assumption. Design guidelines and principles were derived from a cognitive process model of multimodal comprehension. These guidelines and principles were used to create several expository presentations in two domains—the concrete domain of mechanical systems and the abstract domain of computer algorithms. A series of experiments evaluated the efficacy of these presentations and compared them with other kinds of presentations such as books, CD-ROMs and animations. The experiments also compared computer-based interactive graphical presentations and static printed presentations containing the same information. Experimental results suggest that the communicative efficacy of multimodal presentations is more related to their match with comprehension processes than with the interactivity and dynamism of the presentation media. The results support a model-based approach to the design of multimodal expository presentations of dynamic information. The comprehension model and corresponding design guidance should aid designers in building interactive graphical presentations that are more effective than intuitive designs in communicating dynamic content.
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1. Introduction
Multimodal presentations consisting of verbal explanations illustrated with diagrams have long been used to communicate technical information about the structure and dynamic behaviors of systems. With the advent of multimedia, it has become possible to make such presentations dynamic and interactive. Instead of the traditional combination of text and pictures on a static medium like paper, a designer can now
choose from among a variety of static and dynamic verbal and visual media such as text, animated text, aural narratives, diagrams, pictures, photographs, animations and video. Furthermore, interactivity that was limited to scanning, rereading, annotating and page turning with the medium of paper expands to interactive control over the presentation of textual, aural and visual material on a computer. The conventional wisdom is that computer-based interactive graphical presentations are more effective than printed materials.

With the increasing usage of multimedia presentations to communicate information in all walks of life, it is timely for research on interactive graphical communication to address the following questions. How do people comprehend information from multimodal presentations? Can designing multimodal presentations based on a cognitive model of comprehension processes make them more effective? Is a printed multimodal presentation less effective than an interactive graphical presentation even when both contain the same information? Are the content and structure of a presentation more important than interactivity and dynamism? Can effective paper-based multimodal presentations, even when carefully designed, further benefit from the addition of interactive and dynamic features that computer-based multimedia provide? This paper describes a research program designed to address these issues.

We use the term *multimodal* to mean that information is presented in multiple modalities, e.g. verbal and visual. We use the term *multimedia* to mean that information is presented in multiple modalities using computer-based dynamic media such as animations and audio. We use the term *hypermedia* to mean multimedia with hypertext. Thus, multimedia and hypermedia imply computer-based presentations, while multimodal presentations include multimedia, hypermedia and paper-based presentations.

In a critical analysis of literature on the utility of static and dynamic graphical representations, Scaife and Rogers (1996) argue that there are no adequate cognitive processing models of how people interact with external graphical representations and comprehend these representations. They further argue that cognitive research has not provided practical guidance for how to design external representations. Our research program is in part a response to this challenge. Figure 1 shows the research path we have pursued over the last several years. It addresses two fundamental issues. First, it seeks to develop design guidelines for effectively communicating the kinds of information that typically characterize a complex and dynamic system through interactive textual, graphical and aural presentations. Second, it assesses how the different media components can be coordinated and connected along spatial and temporal dimensions to assist in mental integration and comprehension of the information.

We begin with the thesis that multimodal presentations are more likely to communicate effectively when they are designed according to cognitive process models of multimodal comprehension. We first present a generalized and revised version of a process model of multimodal comprehension originally published by Narayanan and Hegarty (1998). This model was derived from prior research on text comprehension, diagrammatic reasoning and mental animation, and subsequently revised based on empirical results. It highlights potential sources of comprehension error, which in turn, indicate guidelines for the design of multimodal presentations to ameliorate
comprehension errors. We describe how the guidelines were used in designing interactive graphical presentations for teaching novices about dynamic systems in two domains—the concrete domain of mechanical systems and the abstract domain of computer algorithms. We then report a series of experimental studies in these two domains. These experiments make three comparisons, schematized in Figure 1. First they compare interactive graphical presentations designed according to our comprehension model to conventional printed presentations of the same content from books. Second, they compare our interactive graphical presentations to conventional computer-based multimedia presentations. Finally, they compare our interactive graphical presentations to static, printed versions of the same presentations. These studies indicate that the effectiveness of multimodal presentations has more to do with their match with comprehension processes than the medium of presentation.

A discussion of the meaning of “interactivity” as used in this paper, and its relation to the theme of interactive graphical communication, is in order here. By interactivity we mean a facility by which a user acts on a computer presentation, which in turn interprets the user’s action and produces an appropriate response. Examples of such interactivity include following a hyperlink, entering data for a simulation run or adjusting the speed of an animation with VCR-like controls. These kinds of actions are available only on computer-based multimodal presentations. While one can interact with printed materials, by turning pages, switching one’s attention between text and graphics, and regressing to previously read sections, printed materials are passive and do not interpret user actions. The kind of interactive graphical communication explored in this paper takes place between a novice learner and an expert-created information presentation. Unlike computer-mediated interactive communication that might take place between two agents, the communication that occurs in this setting is asymmetric.

---

**Figure 1.** Research path.
Such interactive graphical communication is pervasive in educational CD-ROMs, interactive DVDs and on the World Wide Web. Therefore, research on effective ways of designing such information presentations is timely.

2. Multimodal information integration and comprehension: a cognitive process model and its design implications

Narayanan and Hegarty (1998) developed a model of how people comprehend multimodal presentations that explain how mechanical systems work, and applied it to designing multimedia expository presentations in the domains of computer algorithms and mechanical devices. This model views comprehension as a series of stages or processes through which the user integrates his or her prior knowledge of the domain with the presented information to construct a mental model of the system that is being described. We propose that the resulting representation is a mental model in the sense that there is a direct correspondence between parts of the representation and components of the dynamic system that it represents. Moreover, it is “runnable” in that it contains information that allows the comprehender to mentally simulate or animate a system and generate predictions about its operation. Thus, our use of the term mental model corresponds to the type of causal mental models for reasoning in knowledge-rich domains described in the volume edited by Gentner and Stevens (1983).

According to this model, people construct a mental model of a dynamic system by decomposing it into simpler components, retrieving relevant background knowledge about these components and mentally encoding the relations (spatial and semantic) between components to construct a static mental model. They then mentally animate this static mental model, beginning with some initial conditions and inferring the behaviors of components one by one in order of the chain of causality or logic. This mental animation process depends on prior knowledge (e.g. rules that govern the behavior of the system in question) and spatial visualization processes. In addition to text comprehension skills, the model proposes that comprehension is dependent on spatial skills for encoding and inferring information from graphic displays, and integrating information in text and graphics (Hegarty & Just, 1993; Hegarty & Sims, 1994).

Mental model construction under these circumstances requires several stages of processing that are described next, along with design guidelines corresponding to each stage. Although the processes of comprehension are listed sequentially, they are not necessarily accomplished in this order and during comprehension a viewer may iterate through these processes multiple times to elaborate his or her mental model of the system.

2.1. DECOMPOSITION

A complex system, such as a machine or algorithm, typically consists of individual components or elements. Pictorial representations employed to illustrate these systems contain several diagrammatic elements such as geometric shapes and icons that
represent the elements of the system. For example, a rectangle in a diagram of a machine might represent a cylinder. The first step in comprehension is to parse the graphical representations into units that correspond to meaningful elements of the domain. This decomposition process is probably guided both by prior knowledge about the system and its components (a top-down influence) and by visual properties of the external representation such as use of different colors or textures to show different components in a diagram (a bottom-up influence).

In the mechanical domain, decomposition is often a hierarchical process. That is, complex visual units, representing components of a machine, are often made up of sub-components. Decomposition of graphical representations can cause comprehension problems because diagrams are often under-specified in that they do not contain enough information for a user to identify whether two or more connected units represent separate elements or parts of a single element from the target domain. In the domain of algorithms, decomposition is the process of understanding the individual steps or operations from a technical verbal description, usually called the pseudocode. Here the components are symbols; for example, the symbol $A[I]$ in an algorithm might refer to the $I$th data element in an array named $A$.

2.1.1. Design guidelines. Multimodal presentations should explicitly support accurate and early parsing of the graphical and symbolic representations they present. For example, a presentation about a machine could include an exploded diagram that shows its components separated in space, and a verbal description might use spacing and indentation to communicate different ideas.

2.2. CONSTRUCTING A STATIC MENTAL MODEL BY MAKING REPRESENTATIONAL CONNECTIONS

Another stage in comprehension involves making representational connections among the visual and symbolic units identified during decomposition. This stage involves making two types of connections: (a) connections to prior knowledge and (b) connections between the representations of different domain elements.

2.2.1. Connections to prior knowledge. The viewer must make connections between the visual and symbolic elements identified in the previous stage and their referents. These referents may be real-world objects, as in the case when a rectangle refers to a cylinder, or abstract objects, as in the case when the symbol $A[I]$ in an algorithm refers to the $I$th data element in array $A$. This process will be partially based on prior knowledge of both elements of the domain and the conventions used to portray the elements visually or symbolically.

2.2.2. Design guidelines. If target users are not expected to have sufficient prior knowledge to understand the conventions of the domain, connections to prior knowledge should be provided as part of the presentation. For example, a multimodal presentation about a machine could contain realistic depictions of real-world components to facilitate accurate identification and recall of prior knowledge. Abstract systems like algorithms can be grounded in the real world by providing analogies that
connect aspects of the algorithm to prior knowledge of familiar real-world situations. Another way to make connections to prior knowledge is to hyperlink graphical components and technical symbols to detailed explanations of the entities that they depict.

2.2.3. Connections to the representations of other components. The viewer must also represent the relations between different elements of the system. In a mechanical system, this involves understanding the physical interactions (connections and contact) between components. For a non-causal domain such as algorithms in which mathematical logic determines component interactions, this involves understanding how operations on data elements can have repercussions on other data elements and subsequent operations.

2.2.4. Design guidelines. Multimodal presentations should be designed to make explicit the spatial or logical connections among elements of the domain and their behaviors. For a machine, cross-sectional diagrams, orthographic or isometric projections may be necessary, depending on whether the spatial interactions between components occur in a single plane (shown in a cross-sectional view) or multiple planes (shown by multiple perspectives). Logical connections between elements in an abstract domain cannot be represented as directly as spatial relations between concrete objects. Consequently, additional explanations connecting the behaviors of the algorithm’s component steps with the logical rules governing such behaviors are often required.

2.3. CONSTRUCTING A STATIC MENTAL MODEL BY MAKING REFERENTIAL CONNECTIONS

When diagrams or pseudocode are accompanied by text, these different representations (text and diagrams or text and pseudocode) must be integrated to construct a mental model of the system being described. An important process in this integration is co-reference resolution, i.e. making referential links between elements of the different representations that refer to the same entity. For example, a reader might need to relate a noun phrase such as “the cylinder” to a diagrammatic unit (a rectangle) that depicts its referent (Mayer & Sims, 1994). By monitoring people’s eye fixations as they read text accompanied by diagrams, Hegarty and Just (1993) observed how people coordinated their processing of a text and diagram to integrate the information in the two media. People began by reading the text and frequently interrupted their reading to inspect the diagram. On each diagram inspection, they tended to inspect those components in the diagram that they had just read about in the text. This research indicates that information in a text and diagram describing a machine is integrated at the level of individual machine components, and that the text plays an important role in directing processing of the diagram and integration of the two media. Other research has shown that when viewing a text-and-diagram description, people benefit if the text is presented close to the part of the diagram to which it refers. If the visual representation is an animation, people benefit if the corresponding verbal representation is presented as an aural commentary simultaneously with the animation (Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Mayer & Sims, 1994). To explain these results, it is proposed that visual and verbal
information about a common referent must be in working memory at the same time in order to be integrated.

2.3.1. Design guidelines. A multimodal presentation should present different representations with a common referent close together in space and in time. Referential connections might also be facilitated by hyperlinks between noun phrases in textual descriptions and depictions in other modalities, all of which represent (or refer to) the same entity.

2.4. HYPOTHESIZING CAUSALITY

The next stage of comprehension involves identifying the chains of events that occur in the operation of the system. Previous studies (Hegarty, 1992; Narayanan, Suwa & Motoda, 1994; 1995) have shown that people tend to infer events in the operation of a system along the direction of causal propagation. This points to two sources of potential comprehension errors. In systems governed by rules of logic, the corresponding logical sequence of events may not be evident to a novice since commonsense notions of causality do not apply to such systems (e.g. computer algorithms). In complex mechanical systems with cyclical operations or branching and merging causal chains, finding the causal chains requires knowledge of both the spatial structure of the system and the temporal duration and ordering of events in its operation. This can introduce errors both in hypothesizing event chains and in integrating event chains of interacting sub-systems. For example, the common flushing cistern has two sub-systems—one that brings water into the cistern and another that flushes water out. Event chains in the operation of these two interacting sub-systems are temporally dependent on each other. In our studies of comprehension of this device from interactive graphical presentations, we found that subjects were able to infer behaviors of components within each causal chain, but had much more difficulty integrating information between the two causal chains (Hegarty, Quilici, Narayanan, Holmquist & Moreno, 1999).

In the case of simple physical systems, showing animations of events that occur in the system’s operation may perhaps be sufficient for accurate comprehension of event chains. In complex or abstract domains however, cause–effect relationships between observable behaviors of components may not be immediately evident from animations. For example, in the domain of meteorology, Lowe (1999) found that novices erroneously ascribe cause–effect relationships to weather phenomena visible in typical meteorological animations based on temporal relationships alone. In the domain of computer algorithms, the underlying logic, not laws of physics, determines cause–effect relationships among variables.

2.4.1. Design guidelines. This strongly indicates a need for designing novel visualization techniques that explicate causal or logical event chains in multimodal presentations of dynamic systems. In addition, any temporal or spatial interactions between event chains of subsystems should also be made explicit.
2.5. CONSTRUCTING A DYNAMIC MENTAL MODEL BY MENTAL ANIMATION AND INFERENCE

The final stage of comprehension is that of constructing a dynamic mental model by inferring the dynamic behaviors of individual components of the system, and integrating this information to understand how the components work together. Cognitive and computational modeling in the mechanical domain (Hegarty, 1992; Narayanan & Chandrasekaran, 1991) suggest that this is often accomplished by considering components individually, inferring their behaviors due to influences from other connected or causally related components, and then inferring how these behaviors will in turn affect other components. This incremental reasoning process causes the static mental model constructed in earlier stages of comprehension to be progressively transformed into a dynamic one. This stage can involve both rule-based inferences that utilize prior conceptual knowledge (Schwartz & Hegarty, 1996) and visualization processes for mentally simulating component behaviors (Narayanan et al., 1994, 1995; Schwartz & Black, 1996; Sims & Hegarty, 1997). In the domain of machines, a spatial visualization process called mental animation (Hegarty, 1992) is involved in the simulation of component behaviors. In the domain of algorithms, the representation of the device is as a series of steps that describe how its components (data elements indicated by various symbols) are transformed in order to produce the desired output from a given input. In order to understand how an algorithm achieves this desired transformation, one needs to mentally simulate the sequence of operations that are carried out when the algorithm executes on a computer. This simulation can involve rule-based inferences that utilize prior conceptual knowledge. For instance, from prior knowledge about the semantics of the if–then–else statement, one can infer the outcome of a condition evaluation in an “if <condition> then <action-1> else <action-2>” step of an algorithm, that is, which of the two actions will be executed. It is unlikely that spatial visualization processes are involved in this sort of mental simulation since data and operations on data have no physical form. Simulating algorithms in this fashion on the blackboard is often used to teach algorithms. In fact, many textbooks on the subject encourage such a pedagogical approach by explaining, with illustrations, the step-wise operation of algorithms (e.g. Nance & Naps, 1995).

An obvious method of communicating the dynamic behaviors of a system is by showing an animation. However, our previous research (Hegarty et al., 1999) suggests that people may learn as much from a static diagram accompanied by text describing the dynamic behavior of a mechanical system as they do from an animation accompanied by a commentary that describes the same information. We suggest that this is because people can sometimes infer dynamic behaviors from static depictions or descriptions, as described above. Furthermore, we predict that people might learn more from an animation if they first try to infer the dynamic behaviors of a system themselves, i.e. mentally animate or simulate the system. Even if people are not successful in this, by attempting to do so, they discover what they do and do not understand about the system. When they view the animation they can then better allocate their attention and compare these intuitions to the actual physical process shown in the animation. This prediction was confirmed in a recent series of experiments (summarized by Hegarty, Narayanan & Freitas, 2002). That is, people who attempted to mentally animate a diagram of a mechanical system before viewing an animation of
the system tended to learn more from the animation. Similarly, in the algorithm domain, it has been noted that having students engage in a prediction task improves their learning from both animated and static presentations of algorithms (Byrne, Catrambone & Stasko, 2000).

2.5.1. Design guidelines. Comprehension of dynamic information about a system is likely to be improved if users are given an opportunity to mentally animate or simulate the system after they are given sufficient information to construct a static mental model. One way of encouraging mental animation is to show snapshots of the system’s operation at various points in a causal or logical chain of events and encourage the viewer to mentally animate or simulate events that occur between the snapshots before viewing a complete animation. Another way is to present “what-if” questions after the user has constructed a static mental model, but before he or she views an animation or explanation of how the system works.

Various kinds of visualizations can help with communicating the flow of causality or logic in the operation of the system being explained, and transforming the static mental model into a dynamic mental model. For simple systems, an animation may be sufficient to convey information about both causality and movement. For a more complex system, a separate visualization of the causal or logical order may have to be presented prior to showing the animation of the system’s operation to engender deeper understanding.

In order for an animation to be effective in communicating the dynamic behaviors of a system, the user should be able to match the speed of presentation with the speed of his or her comprehension of the events being presented. Our subjective experience with several animations in the mechanical and algorithmic domains indicates that most animations run too fast to completion for comprehension processes to keep up. The user should always have control over the rate of information presentation by an animation. One way to achieve this is to provide VCR-like controls (i.e. play, pause, stop, fast forward and reverse). Another approach is to segment a complex animation into causally or logically coherent “chunks”, and present these animation segments in sequence. This provides the user with an opportunity to pause, reflect on and replay any segment before viewing the next one.

2.6. UNDERSTANDING THE BASIC LAWS

Complex systems such as machines and algorithms often depend on basic laws of physics or logic. For example, for our research in the mechanical domain we designed a multimedia presentation describing a machine that depends on the basic physics principle of how a siphon works. In our research in the domain of algorithms, some of the specific algorithms described depended on the basic principle of recursion. Some users, especially novices, may lack an understanding of these underlying laws of physics or logic. In these cases providing explanations of these fundamental laws can enhance causal or logical understanding of the entire system.

2.6.1. Design guidelines. When the operation of a system depends on basic principles that might not be understood by all users, provide a section of the multimedia
presentation that describes these principles separately, but in the context of the system being explained.

3. Structure of expository hypermedia presentations in the mechanical domain

Our work on the design of hypermedia presentations began with a review of research on multimodal comprehension, leading to a preliminary process model and a set of design guidelines (Narayanan & Hegarty, 1998). Basic research has since been conducted to elaborate this comprehension model. At the same time, the design guidelines are used to create an initial presentation, which is evaluated by assessing how people interact with the presentation and how well they understand the mechanical system that it explains. The results of basic research and evaluation are then used to redesign the presentation and to suggest further experimental studies (e.g. to examine the causes of particular comprehension failures). This is repeated to iteratively improve both the design of the hypermedia presentation and the process model of comprehension upon which it is based. To date, we have repeated this process three times to design three different versions of a hypermedia presentation describing how a machine works (see Figure 2 for a sample screen; the buttons on the top left and bold phrases in the text link to other multimodal representations). The structures of these three presentations are illustrated in Figures 3–5. As shown in these figures, each presentation is divided into sections, with the content and presentation in each section specifically designed to support various stages of the comprehension model.

These presentations explain how a flushing cistern works. One use of this device is to flush toilets. Although this is a familiar device, its inner workings are not intuitively obvious. It is relatively complex, having two main sub-systems, a water output system that flushes water into the toilet bowl and a water inlet system that refills the tank for the next use. Explaining a flushing cistern presents interesting challenges for our theory because its operation involves two causal chains of events that occur in tandem but are dependent on (interact with) each other. The particular flushing cistern explained in our presentation (shown in Figure 2) also contains a siphon, raising the interesting question of how to explain a basic physics principle in the context of explaining how a specific machine works.

The three designs of Figures 3–5 incorporate design guidelines from the previous section that support various stages of the comprehension model. To aid with decomposition, a cross-sectional diagram is shown in which each of the components has a different color and is labeled. In the third version of the presentation (Figure 5) the parsing of the diagram into components is further supported by an explanation of how the system can be hierarchically decomposed into sub-systems, and allowing a user to interactively “explode” and reassemble the system. Help for building referential connections is provided by hyperlinking verbal and pictorial elements that refer to the same part so that clicking on the label of a component causes its depiction to be highlighted.

In earlier versions of the presentation (Figures 3 and 4), communicating representational connections and spatial relations between components was supported
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The purpose of the toilet tank is to flush water into the toilet bowl and to refill the tank with water. There are two basic subsystems in a toilet tank: a water output system and a water inlet system. You can see the Exploded view of the inlet and output systems.

Figure 2. One screen of the flushing cistern presentation version 3.

Figure 3. Sections of the first version of the flushing cistern presentation and corresponding stages of the comprehension model.
by describing these explicitly in text accompanying the diagram. This corresponds to stage 2 of the comprehension model. However, evaluations of these presentations suggested that this text was superfluous (Hegarty et al., 1999) so this section of the presentation was eliminated in version 3. Since the flushing cistern is a planar device (all mechanical interactions occur in one plane) orthogonal and isometric views were not necessary to show the spatial relations for this machine.

To encourage mental animation, the presentations include a section in which users are asked to predict various behaviors of the system before viewing any animation of the system. In earlier versions of the presentations, there were two animations. The first animation consisted of an aural commentary describing the causal chain of events in the system accompanied by a diagram in which components were successively highlighted as they were mentioned in the commentary, in order to explicate the lines of action. The second animation showed the actual movement of components and was accompanied by the same commentary, to support the construction of a dynamic mental model. In the third version of the presentation (Figure 5), these sections were combined, so that a single animation showed the movement of components while components participating in various events in the operation of the machine were pointed out by a prominent red arrow as those events were described in the commentary (cf. Faraday & Sutcliffe, 1997a, b).
Finally, the presentations include a section describing how a siphon works (in support of the sixth stage of the comprehension model). This basic physics principle is essential to understanding how the flushing cistern flushes the water out of the tank.

4. Experiments with cognitively designed presentations in the mechanical domain

To evaluate our cognitively based design in the mechanical domain, we compared hypermedia and printed versions of the third version of our presentation (schematized in Figure 5) to hypermedia and printed instruction about the same type of flushing cistern from commercially available materials. Our comparison was with the description of the same type of flushing cistern from the award-winning book and CD-ROM by Macaulay (1988, 1998) entitled “The Way Things Work”. This experiment allowed us to compare learning from our materials to learning from materials that were designed according to the intuitions of a professional designer, but which were not informed by our comprehension model. We will refer to our presentations as the “cognitively designed” presentations, and “The Way Things Work” presentations as the “conventional” presentations since they represent the conventional wisdom on how to design such presentations.

In accordance with the research plan schematized in Figure 1, in this study we had three primary hypotheses, which were tested by planned comparisons. First, we tested
the hypothesis that a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation would be superior to a conventional printed presentation. Therefore, we compared learning outcomes from our hypermedia presentation to those from the book entitled “The Way Things Work” (Macaulay, 1988). These materials differ in two ways. First they differ in the content of instruction, i.e. what information is presented and the order in which it is presented. Second, they differ in the format of instruction, i.e. the media and modalities in which these different types of information are presented (static diagrams vs. animations, text vs. aural commentaries, etc.).

Second, we tested the hypothesis that a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation would be superior to a conventional hypermedia presentation that was not informed by our comprehension model and design recommendations. For this, we compared learning outcomes from our hypermedia presentation to “The New Way Things Work” CD-ROM (Macaulay, 1998). These materials differed in the content of instruction, but not in the media and modalities in which the information is presented (i.e. both include hypertext, present animations, etc.).

Finally, we compared performance on the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to a printed version of the same materials. The information content of these two presentations was almost the same in that they presented the same diagrams and verbal descriptions. However, the two presentations differed with respect to the media and modalities used to communicate the information. For example, the hypermedia presentation showed an animation accompanied by an aural commentary to describe the motion of system components, whereas the printed version showed a static diagram accompanied by a written description that included the exact same words as the commentary. In a previous experiment based on version 2 of the machine presentation (see Figure 4), we found no difference in learning outcomes from a hypermedia presentation compared to a printed version of the same materials (Hegarty et al., 1999). This result is consistent with a growing body of research showing no significant effects of animations over static media when they present the same information (see, for a review, Tversky, Morrison & Bertrancourt, 2002). Therefore we expected no differences in learning outcomes for the hypermedia and printed versions in this comparison.

4.1. METHOD

4.1.1. Participants. Ninety-four undergraduate students participated in the experiment. They were recruited from an introductory Psychology class and received course credit in return for their participation. Participants were randomly assigned to study one of four presentations. Twenty-four participants studied the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation, 24 studied a paper printout of the text and diagrams used in the same presentation, 23 participants studied the conventional hypermedia presentation on the flushing cistern from “The New Way Things Work” CD-ROM (Macaulay, 1998) and 23 students studied the corresponding materials from “The Way Things Work” book (Macaulay, 1988).

4.1.2. Materials. The structure of the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation is schematized in Figure 5. It had four sections: an initial section that showed the
hierarchical decomposition of the system into sub-systems and basic components, a questions section to prompt mental animation, a section describing the movement of different components of the device when the cistern was in operation and a section describing how a siphon works.

The description of the flushing cistern in “The Way Things Work” book shows a large labeled diagram of the cistern which differs from the diagram in Figure 2 in that it shows the third dimension and is a rather whimsical depiction, showing fish swimming in the tank, and fishermen sitting on the float arm. Several small diagrams are shown as insets to the main diagram. One shows a side view of a toilet indicating the location of the cistern, two more show the operation of a siphon and are accompanied by text explaining how a siphon works, and three more show different stages in the flushing of the cistern and are accompanied by a description of the flushing process. The CD-ROM version shows the same large labeled diagram on a single screen of text. From this, the user has the option of clicking on two “movie” icons, one of which brings them to another screen showing a schematic diagram of the flushing cistern that is animated in response to a mouse click. This animation is very fast (it takes no more than a couple of seconds) and is not accompanied by a commentary. Clicking on the other “movie” icon brings the user to a screen describing how a siphon works, which is also accompanied by a diagram that the user can animate.

Three types of questions were used to measure comprehension of the materials. First, students were asked to write a causal description of how the device worked. They were instructed to imagine that they push down on the handle of the flushing cistern and describe, step by step, what happens to each of the other parts of the tank as it flushes. Then they answered four questions about the function of components of the system, which we refer to as function questions. For example, one question asked “What is the function of the float and float arm?” The functions of components were not explicitly stated in the presentation, so these questions involve some inference. The final set of questions was composed of troubleshooting questions. These questions described faulty behavior of the system and asked about the possible causes of this behavior. For example, one question asked “Suppose that after flushing the toilet, you notice that water is continuously running into the tank. What could be wrong? (List all possible answers).” These questions also required inferences from the material stated in the presentation.

To measure spatial ability, participants were administered the Paper Folding Test (Ekstrom, French, Harman & Derman, 1976). They were given a background questionnaire, which asked them to list any courses they had taken in physics, mechanics or mechanical engineering, and to list any mechanical or electrical items they had attempted to repair. They were also asked specifically if they had ever fixed a toilet, changed the oil in a car or unblocked a drain. Finally, they were asked to rate on a scale of 1–7 how interesting they thought the material was.

4.1.3. Procedure. Participants were tested either individually or in pairs. Upon arrival in the laboratory they were seated either in front of a computer monitor (participants who received the hypermedia presentations) or at a table (participants who received the printed presentations), thanked for participating in the experiment, and told to study the presented materials until they felt that they understood how a flushing cistern
works. They were informed that they would later be tested on this material. Then participants studied the presentation that they were assigned. Study time was self-paced, and was recorded by a research assistant. Afterwards they were asked the test questions. They were allowed 10 min to write the causal description, 2 min for the four function questions and 2 min for each of the four troubleshooting questions. Then they were administered the Paper Folding Test, according to the standard instructions for the test. Finally, they responded to the questionnaire and were thanked and dismissed.

4.1.4. Scoring. The causal descriptions of the systems were scored for the presence of 25 steps in the causal chain. Two raters independently rated the descriptions of 20 participants and their agreement was 96.2%. Discrepancies were resolved by consensus of the two raters. Answers to the troubleshooting questions were first segmented into units expressing a proposition and scored for the description of several faults, which might cause the symptom described in the question. Participants were given a point for each possible fault that they described. They were not given credit for vague answers that failed to describe a specific fault. For example, for the troubleshooting question given above, a participant would be given credit for the answer “the inlet valve is disconnected from the float arm” but not for the answer “there is something wrong with the inlet valve”. Two raters independently scored the responses of 20 participants and agreed on the scoring of 83% of the propositions. The responses for the other participants were coded by one rater and checked by the other. Discrepancies were resolved by consensus of the two raters.

4.2. RESULTS

In comparing measures for the different forms of instruction, we made three different planned comparisons for each measure. First we compared the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to that from “The Way Things Work” book. Second we compared the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to “The New Way Things Work” CD-ROM. Finally, we compared the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to a printed version of the same materials. Because three comparisons were made for each dependent measure, the alpha level was set at 0.016. All reported effects are statistically significant at this level unless it is stated otherwise.

4.2.1. Study times. Participants spent on average 9.07 min [standard deviation (s.d.) = 3.50] studying the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation, 5.95 min (s.d. = 2.45) studying the printed version of this presentation, 5.43 min (s.d. = 2.70) studying the conventional hypermedia presentation and 4.94 min (s.d. = 2.51) studying the conventional printed description. They spent significantly longer reading the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation compared to both the conventional printed \( t(34) = 3.70 \) and conventional hypermedia materials \( t(34) = 3.44 \). They also spent significantly longer studying the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation compared to a printed version of the same material \( t(35) = 3.44 \).

4.2.2. Interest ratings. “The Way Things Work” materials were clearly designed to be entertaining, whereas those based on our comprehension model were purely expository.
Therefore, one might expect the former to be rated as more interesting. The interest ratings for the four presentations (on a scale of 1–7 where 7 means most interesting) were 3.75 (s.d. = 1.11) for the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation, 3.54 (s.d. = 1.44) for the printed version of this presentation, 3.91 (s.d. = 1.20) for “The New Way Things Work” CD-ROM and 3.96 (s.d. = 1.25) for “The Way Things Work” printed version. None of these ratings were significantly different from each other, indicating that participants in the four conditions of the experiment did not differ significantly in their interest in the materials.

4.2.3. Learning outcomes. First we compare learning from the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to learning from a conventional multimodal explanation from “The Way Things Work” book. Figure 6(a) shows mean performance on the causal
description question. Students who learned from the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation included significantly more causal steps in their descriptions of how the device worked compared to those who read the conventional printed materials \[t(45) = 3.96\]. Figure 6(b) shows mean performance on the function questions. There was again a significant advantage of the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation, indicating that participants who studied this were better able to infer the function of the different components \[t(45) = 4.69\]. Finally, the troubleshooting measure [shown in Figure 6(c)] also showed a significant advantage for the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation compared to the conventional printed presentation \[t(45) = 3.70\]. In summary, the data were consistent with our hypothesis for all three measures.

Next we compare learning from the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to learning from a conventional hypermedia presentation ("The New Way Things Work" CD-ROM). As shown in Figure 6(a), students who learned from the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation significantly outperformed students who learned from the conventional hypermedia presentation on the measure of describing how the system worked \[t(45) = 3.73\]. They were also significantly better able to state the function of different components of the system \[t(45) = 2.53\] as shown in Figure 6(b). However there was no significant difference between the two groups on the troubleshooting questions. In summary, our hypothesis was supported for two of the three measures.

Finally we compare learning from the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to learning from the same information presented on paper. In this case we find no significant differences on any of the comprehension measures. As Figure 6 shows, the levels of performance on all three learning outcomes were strikingly similar for participants in these two groups, and any differences between these groups were clearly within estimates of the standard errors of the means.

4.2.4. Individual differences. We also examined the effects of spatial ability, physics background and practical experience with machines on the learning outcomes. Participants were classified as high or low spatial based on a median split of their scores on the Paper Folding Test (median = 12.5). Participants were classified as having a physics background if they had taken one or more classes in physics in high school or college (64 of the 95 students) and as having practical experience with machines if they reported repairing two or more machines (51 out of the 95 students). Although high-spatial students had higher scores on both the causal chain question \[F(1,86) = 5.69, p < 0.05\] and troubleshooting questions \[F(1,86) = 10.48, p < 0.01\], there were no significant interactions between type of instruction and any of the individual differences measures, that is, no evidence of aptitude–treatment interactions.

4.3. DISCUSSION

In summary, this experiment showed that materials that were designed according to our cognitive process model of multimodal comprehension were superior to award-winning commercially available materials, suggesting that our theoretically derived and empirically supported guidelines are a significant improvement over the conventional
wisdom in multimedia design. It also showed no difference between a printed version of our instructional materials and a hypermedia version, which included animations and hyperlinks, with the content remaining almost the same. These studies indicate that it is the content and structure of instructional materials, and not the media and modalities in which they are presented, that is important for comprehension of complex devices. Students who learned from the cognitively designed presentations performed better on the learning outcomes. Our design recommendations are based on the assumption that the best way of engaging students is to guide them through the stages of comprehension that facilitate the construction of a mental model of the system being explained. An alternative assumption, implicit in many commercially available materials, is that high-resolution 3-D graphics, animations and sound effects serve to engage the student. However, although “The Way Things Work” materials would probably be rated more highly on these dimensions, students spent less time studying these materials, did not rate them as significantly more interesting than the cognitively designed presentations and learned less from these materials.

Students spent more time studying the cognitively designed hypermedia presentations compared to the cognitively designed printed materials, a result that replicates a previous experiment (Hegarty et al., 1999). This additional time-on-task did not result in enhanced comprehension and it is likely that it reflects the time to learn the interface to the hypermedia presentation. Students who studied the cognitively designed printed materials spent about the same time as those who studied the conventional materials, yet the former group of students performed significantly better than those who saw the conventional materials. This indicates that cognitively designed presentations can be effective without taking more time for comprehension.

This was not a fully controlled experiment, in that there were many differences between “The Way Things Work” presentations and the cognitively designed presentations. The results of this experiment therefore raise the question of which aspects of our design were responsible for the improved comprehension outcomes. Although the current experiment cannot answer this question, we can point to several likely reasons for the different comprehension outcomes, based on previous research. First, the cognitively designed presentations encourage students to mentally animate a static diagram before viewing an animation, and we have established in previous research that this enhances people’s understanding of an animation (Hegarty et al., 2002). Second, compared to the animation that we designed, the animation in “The New Way Things Work” CD-ROM was very fast and was not guided by a commentary or any graphical device that might draw a person’s attention to the relevant parts of the display. We have argued elsewhere (Hegarty et al., 2002) that when an animation is too fast, the student’s comprehension processes cannot keep up with the rate of the animation. Furthermore, Mayer and his colleagues (e.g. Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Mayer, 1997) have shown that people learn more when animations are accompanied by synchronized commentaries, and Faraday and Sutcliffe (1997a, b) have demonstrated further that people learn more when visual units in the animation are highlighted as they are mentioned in the commentary.

Third, “The Way Things Work” diagrams included several whimsical embellishments (e.g. fish swimming in the cistern), presumably to add humor. As already noted, this did not significantly increase students’ interest in the material, and is best
characterized as a “seductive detail”, i.e. information that is inherently interesting to students, but irrelevant to the content of the presentation. There is abundant evidence that such seductive details impair comprehension (e.g. Garner, Brown, Sanders & Menke, 1992; Harp & Mayer, 1998).

There was one exception to our predicted results in the case of the troubleshooting measure. For that measure, students who learned from the conventional hypermedia presentation performed equivalently to those who learned from the cognitively designed hypermedia. Inspection of Figure 6(c) also indicates that they performed significantly better than those who learned from the conventional printed presentation on the troubleshooting measure. This result indicates that viewing an animation that is not accompanied by a commentary may be enough to enable students to later diagnose possible faults in a mechanical system. However, as predicted, students in this condition did have poorer performance overall, in that they were less able to describe the causal chain of the system and the functions of components.

5. Structure of expository hypermedia presentations in the algorithm domain

We developed a set of hypermedia presentations in the domain of computer algorithms that had a structure similar to the presentations in the mechanical domain. To date we have designed, built and tested five different presentations that explain different fundamental algorithms (four sorting algorithms and one graph algorithm). All of the presentations have the same basic structure, which we describe in this section.

A computer algorithm is like a recipe in that it is made up of a finite number of steps designed to solve a specific problem. The algorithm domain is different from the mechanical domain in some respects, but similar in others. One major difference is that algorithms are abstract entities with no physical form. In the mechanical domain, systems are made up of components that have familiar shapes and other physical characteristics. Components of algorithms are not physical objects, rather they are data and steps of the algorithm. Machine components operate according to laws of physics and causality, of which even novices have some intuitive knowledge. Algorithmic entities do not obey laws of physics. They operate according to laws of mathematical logic, of which novices generally do not have an intuitive knowledge. In other words, common sense knowledge of the world is not useful in understanding how an algorithm works. This is the second major difference.

There are some parallels between these two domains as well. Like machines, algorithms can be hierarchically decomposed. Complex steps (i.e. logically coherent collections of elementary operations, such as a loop) are analogous to sub-systems of a machine. Component behaviors in a machine therefore correspond to elementary operations on data that an algorithm carries out. Data are transformed by algorithms, analogous to how substances are transformed by machines (e.g. a steam engine turning water into steam). The specification of an algorithm consists of a description of these steps in a quasi-mathematical language called “pseudocode”. The pseudocode is laid out spatially, with elementary operations that are executed in sequence appearing one after the other, and indentations used to cluster elementary operations that form a
logically coherent group such as a conditional action or a loop (see Figure 7). Thus, the cognitive process corresponding to parsing the illustration of a machine into its components is parsing the pseudocode into a sequence of operations on data elements.

The structure of the presentations explaining computer algorithms (Figure 8) reflects these similarities and differences. It consists of six sections. The first section illustrates the essential behavior of an algorithm using a familiar analogy drawn from the real world. For instance, the analogy used for illustrating the Selection Sort algorithm is a line of people, who sort themselves in the order of increasing height (see Figure 9). This

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{For } x = 1 \text{ to } N-1 \\
&\quad \text{MIN} = x \\
&\quad \text{For } y = x+1 \text{ to } N \\
&\qquad \text{If } A[y] < A[\text{MIN}] \\
&\qquad \quad \text{MIN} = y \\
&\quad \text{End if} \\
&\quad \text{End for} \\
&\text{Swap } A[\text{MIN}] \text{ and } A[x] \\
&\text{End for}
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{Figure 7. Selection Sort algorithm.}

\textbf{Figure 8. Sections of the algorithm presentations and corresponding stages of the comprehension model.}
analogy is explained using a simple animation and a brief textual explanation. Algorithms and their logic are not part of one’s common sense knowledge about the world. Therefore, this section serves to provide a basis for understanding the expository presentations that follow by allowing the user to build representational connections to a real-world task that might be carried out using steps similar to that of the algorithm. There is no analogous section in the machine presentations, because people do have common sense knowledge about machines.

The second section is designed to aid decomposition of the algorithm into complex steps and constituent elementary operations. It presents the pseudocode description and a textual explanation of the algorithm, side by side. The spatial layout of the pseudocode communicates the decomposition of the algorithm. This section also aids the building of representational connections between the components of the algorithm visible in the pseudocode. Technical terms in this explanation are hyperlinked to definitions and additional illustrations of fundamental algorithmic principles in section 6. This allows novice users who lack this knowledge to access more information while allowing more expert users to proceed further without being distracted by additional explanations. Section 6 is analogous to the section explaining the fundamental principle of siphons in the machine presentation.

The third section is designed to guide the processes of making referential connections, hypothesizing “logical lines of action” (analogous to causal lines of action in a
machine), and constructing a dynamic mental model. It shows four kinds of presentations simultaneously. One is a detailed animation of the operation of the algorithm on a small data set (top left part of Figure 10). The second is the pseudocode (top right part of Figure 10). The third presentation contains textual descriptions of the events taking place in the animation (bottom right part of Figure 10). The fourth presentation is a panel of data values that change as the algorithm executes (bottom left part of Figure 10). In addition, the animation and other presentations are sometimes paused to pose questions that encourage the user to mentally simulate algorithmic operations shown in the animation.

This animation is presented in segments that we call “chunks”. Each chunk shows a logically coherent set of events (i.e. a complex step such as one execution of a loop). The animation pauses after each chunk, waiting for the user to press a “continue” button. The user can control the level of chunking. At the most fine-grained level, each step of the algorithm becomes a chunk. At the other extreme, the animation runs to completion without pausing. As steps are being executed in the animation, they are highlighted in the pseudocode. The highlighting of each step of the algorithm in synchrony with its graphical illustration in the animation helps the building of referential connections. This highlighting also serves to explicate the logical lines of action. The animation, the changing data values and the textual explanation of events (which a user can read after

Figure 10. A screen from section 2 of an algorithm presentation.
each animation chunk) help with the construction of a dynamic mental model of the algorithm’s behavior.

This third section also presents “pop-up” questions encouraging the user to mentally simulate the operation of the algorithm. Unlike the machine presentation, these questions are not asked before the user sees any animation. Instead, the system occasionally pauses the animation, and poses a question asking the user to predict what events might happen next in the execution of the algorithm. The user is not required to enter an answer, nor is feedback about the correct answer given. This difference between the machines and algorithm presentations reflects a difference between the two domains. In the mechanical domain, components have physical form and engage in familiar behaviors such as rotating, sliding, etc. People have intuitions about the movement of objects (McCloskey, 1983; Baillargeon, 1995) that enable them to attempt mental animation without having seen an animation. In contrast, algorithmic components do not have an easily imaginable physical form, and the graphical conventions used to depict them (such as the blocks used in Figure 10 to depict an array of numbers) are not intuitive; nor are ways of imagining their behaviors. Therefore, mental simulation questions are posed only after a user has seen at least some animation of the algorithm.

The fourth section of the algorithm presentation is intended to reinforce this dynamic mental model by presenting an animation of the algorithm’s operation on a much larger
data set (see Figure 11), without the potentially distracting presence of the pseudocode, textual description and data values. This animation is not chunked. Before the animation starts, the system provides the user with an opportunity to make predictions about parameters of the algorithm’s behavior and to compare the predicted values against actual values as the animation executes. This is a second mechanism intended to encourage the user to try to mentally simulate the algorithm (the first mechanism is the pop-up questions). In this case, the user can enter his or her predictions and subsequently compare these with actual values that are continuously updated while the animation is running (the bottom right part of Figure 11). Prior empirical research (Byrne et al., 2000) has shown that making predictions increases the extent of student learning from both printed materials describing algorithms and algorithm animations.

The last section, section 5, contains several multiple-choice questions. This section is mainly intended to give the user an opportunity to assess the knowledge he or she gained from the presentation before they exit the program. The questions are predictive in nature, in order to encourage the user to further practice mental simulation.

6. Experiments with cognitively designed presentations in the algorithm domain

This section summarizes results from four experiments on hypermedia algorithm presentations with the structure schematized in Figure 8. As in Section 4, we will refer to our multimodal presentations as “cognitively designed” presentations and other presentations as “conventional” presentations. One hundred and twenty-six second-year and third-year undergraduate students participated in the four experiments. These volunteers were recruited from an introductory class on design and analysis of computer algorithms, and received extra course credit in return for their participation. In these experiments, we compared learning from cognitively designed presentations to learning from a textbook and from a conventional algorithm animation. The algorithms that were taught were new to all participants.

6.1. METHOD

6.1.1. Procedure. All experiments used the following general procedure. GPA and SAT/ACT scores of participants were used to create two matched groups: a control group and an experimental group. In each experiment, participants began with a pre-test to measure prior knowledge about the algorithms used in that experiment. Then, they were asked to learn the presented materials (on a computer, on paper or both, depending on the experimental condition) until they felt that they had understood the algorithms described. They were also told that they would take a post-test that would be similar to the pre-test. When each participant indicated that he or she was finished working with the presentation, the person was administered the post-test. Participants took these tests and worked with the presentations individually. No time limit was imposed for any of the activities.
6.1.2. Scoring. Pre-test scores were used to uncover any prior knowledge about the algorithms used in an experiment, establish a baseline from which to measure improvement and ascertain that the two groups had similar levels of prior knowledge. Post-test scores and improvements from the pre-test scores were used to measure knowledge gained from experimental treatments. In the pre- and post-tests, students were tested on conceptual understanding, ability to recognize and reorder pseudocode descriptions of algorithms, and ability to mentally simulate algorithmic operations and predict resulting data structure changes. An example of a conceptual question is “What is the role of a pivot in Quick Sort?” In a pseudocode recognition/reordering question, the student is given the pseudocode description of an algorithm in which the steps are not in the correct order, and asked to reorder the steps correctly and identify the algorithm. Examples of questions requiring mental simulation and predication are “Show the order of elements in array [4,2,5,1,3] after the first pass of an ascending Selection Sort algorithm” and “How many swap operations will occur during this first pass?” All questions in the tests had unique correct answers and therefore could be scored objectively.

6.2. RESULTS

First, in two experiments, we tested the hypothesis that a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation of an algorithm would be more effective than a conventional printed multimodal description taken from a textbook. For this, we compared learning outcomes from working with our hypermedia presentation to those from working with a multimodal (text, pseudocode and diagrams) description extracted from a textbook by Weiss (1993) for undergraduate courses on the design and analysis of computer algorithms. These two presentations differed in two ways. First they differed in the content of instruction, i.e. what information was presented and the order in which it was presented. Second, they differed in the format of instruction, i.e. the media and modalities in which these different types of information were presented (static diagrams vs. animations, linear text vs. hypertext, etc.).

The subject matter of the first experiment was the Merge Sort algorithm. Sixteen students were assigned to the experimental group to work with a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation describing the algorithm. Twelve students were assigned to the control group and worked with a chapter from the textbook describing the algorithm. In the second experiment, two algorithms were presented: Merge Sort and Quick Sort. Twenty-two students participated. Eleven students were assigned to the experimental group and worked with cognitively designed hypermedia presentations describing the two algorithms and 11 students in the control group worked with chapters from the textbook. The results are summarized in Table 1. The pre-test results indicate that both groups were equally unfamiliar with the algorithms used. The post-test scores and pre-to-post-test score improvements show that the experimental group learned significantly more than the control group.

Second, we tested the hypothesis that a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation of algorithms would be superior to a conventional algorithm animation that was not informed by our comprehension model and design recommendations. For this, we conducted an experiment to compare learning outcomes from working with our
hypermedia presentation to working with two presentations: an algorithm animation representative of previous research on this topic and a textual supplement. The algorithm animation we used was an interactive graphical presentation (an animation taken from a public distribution of the TANGO algorithm animation software; see Stasko, 1990) that was not designed in accordance with our comprehension model. It also did not contain any hypertext explanations. To compensate for the lack of hypertext, and to make this experiment comparable to other experiments using TANGO-style animations previously reported in the literature (e.g. Byrne et al., 2000), we provided an excerpt from (Weiss, 1993) as a supplement. This extract was similar in style and content to the printed materials used in the previous experiments. Thus, the two presentations differed in the content of instruction, and differed somewhat in the media and modalities in which the information was presented. That is, although they both presented animations, one contained hypertext while the other contained static text.

The subject matter in this experiment was a graph algorithm (Dijkstra’s Shortest Path), different in style and more complex than the sorting algorithms used in the previous experiments. The experimental group worked with a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation of this algorithm. The control group had access to both a conventional interactive animation of this algorithm and a textbook excerpt. Thirty-eight students participated, 18 in the experimental group and 20 in the control group. The results are summarized in Table 2. The post-test scores and pre-to-post-test improvements show that the group that worked with the cognitively designed presentation significantly outperformed the control group.

Third, we compared performance on the cognitively designed hypermedia presentation to a printed version of the same materials. The information content of these two presentations was almost the same in that they presented the same diagrams and text. However, they differed with respect to the media and modalities used to communicate the information. The static printed version was produced from the computer-based

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Statistical summary of experiments 1 and 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(1, 27)$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>$p &lt; 0.93$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(1, 21)$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>$p &lt; 0.89$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
presentation, preserving the same sequence of screens, verbal information and diagrams. When the original had an animation, the printed counterpart contained a sequence of diagrams showing the initial state of the animation, the final state and several intermediate states. Hyperlinks to additional explanations in the original were replaced by parenthetical references to pages of an appendix containing the same explanations. Thus, interactive facilities were replaced by static counterparts wherever possible. The main differences between the interactive and printed versions were lack of dynamism (i.e. smooth animations were replaced with a series of pictures) and lack of interactive controls that could not be substituted on paper (animation speed controls, controls for changing the data input to animations, etc.). In this experiment, the Quick Sort algorithm was presented to the experimental group using a cognitively designed hypermedia presentation and to the control group using a printed version of the same presentation. Thirty-eight students participated. The results, summarized in Table 3, indicate that the groups performed at similar levels on both the pre- and post-test. The knowledge they gained from interactive multimedia and static multimodal presentations is comparable.

### 6.3. DISCUSSION

Results from experiments in the domain of computer algorithms thus replicate results of the experiment in the mechanical domain. Like the experiment in the mechanical domain, these experiments were not completely controlled, in that there were many differences between the conventional algorithm presentations and the cognitively designed algorithm presentations. The most important difference is the presence of sections and features in the cognitively based presentation that support stages of the comprehension model. That is, for any stage in the comprehension model one can find

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(1, 37)$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>$p &lt; 0.91$</td>
<td>$p &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.035$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(1, 37)$</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>$p = 0.329$</td>
<td>$p = 0.283$</td>
<td>$P = 0.689$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
one or more corresponding parts in the cognitively based presentation and vice versa. Conventional presentations such as textbook excerpts or the algorithm animation used in the experiments did contain parts that could have facilitated some stages of the comprehension model. For instance, an animation can convey the logical lines of action in the operation of an algorithm. A textual description may explain in detail the various components of an algorithm. However, none of the conventional presentations had parts that together facilitated all stages of the model. The results of the experiments therefore should be interpreted to mean that a presentation that facilitates all stages of the comprehension model is superior to conventional presentations. This set of experiments cannot answer the question of what might be the differential contribution of any part of the cognitively based presentation facilitating specific stages of the model to the overall comprehension.

We can, however, suggest possible reasons for the differences in comprehension outcomes. First, compared to the detailed animation in the cognitively designed presentation, the conventional animation was not chunked, and did not include pop-up questions to encourage mental simulation. Pausing the animation and giving the learner an opportunity to engage in mental simulation may have improved comprehension. Second, the analogy that a user sees at the beginning seems to function as a bridge between prior knowledge and the novel and abstract behaviors an algorithm exhibits. Hansen (1999) compared comprehension outcomes from the full presentation and a version that omitted this analogy. Subjects who saw versions in which the analogy section was present outperformed those who saw the version in which the analogy was removed. The conventional algorithm presentation did not include an analogy. Third, a similar ablation study (Hansen, 1999) showed a trend for students who saw the complete version of the cognitively designed presentation to learn more than students who saw only the third section of the presentation (detailed animation with highlighted pseudocode and other information). This latter group outperformed a group that saw only the analogy (the first section). Finally, the group who saw only the analogy did better than a group who saw only the fourth section (the broad animation with predictions). These results point to the importance of supporting all stages of the comprehension model.

7. General discussion

7.1. CONTRIBUTIONS

This paper presented a cognitive process model of multimodal comprehension. This model was applied to develop interactive graphical presentations in the domains of machines and computer algorithms. The presentations were then compared to conventional printed and multimedia presentations and to printed versions of themselves. In both domains, multimodal presentations that were designed according to our comprehension model were more effective than conventional printed materials and multimedia presentations. There was also no difference in learning outcomes from cognitively designed hypermedia presentations and printed versions of the same materials. We conclude that it is the content and structure of instructional materials,
and not the media and modalities in which they are presented, that are important for comprehension and learning.

In an earlier paper (Narayanan & Hegarty, 1998) we proposed an initial process model of multimodal comprehension and demonstrated how it could be applied to designing a hypermedia presentation in the mechanical domain. This model was derived from a wealth of literature on diagrammatic reasoning (e.g. Glasgow, Narayanan & Chandrasekaran, 1995) as well as our own prior research. It can be viewed as an extension of constructivist theories of text processing (e.g. Kintsch, 1988; Chi, De Leeuw, Chiu & Lavancher, 1994). Similar to these theories, our model views comprehension as a series of processes by which the comprehender uses his or her prior knowledge of the domain and integrates it with the presented information to construct first static, and then dynamic, mental models of the system being explained. In addition to text comprehension skills, our model proposes that comprehension is dependent on spatial skills for encoding and inferring information from graphic displays (Hegarty & Kozhevnikov, 1999), and integrating information from text and graphics (Hegarty & Just, 1993).

As described in detail in the present paper, this model proposes that people construct a mental model of a dynamic system by first decomposing it into simpler components, retrieving relevant background knowledge about these components and mentally encoding the relations (spatial or logical) between components to construct a static mental model of the system. They then mentally simulate this static mental model, beginning with some initial conditions and inferring the behaviors of physical or logical components one by one in order of the chain of causality or logic. This mental simulation depends on prior knowledge (e.g. rules that govern the behavior of the system in question) and visualization processes when physical components with spatial behaviors are involved (cf. Hegarty, 1992). Although the original model was developed from prior research results regarding comprehension of text and diagrams, it had not been empirically validated at that time.

The first contribution of the research presented in this paper is an empirical validation of this model. In five experiments involving two very different domains, we established that interactive hypermedia presentations designed according to the comprehension model are more effective than both conventional static multimodal presentations and conventional multimedia presentations. If we ask therefore whether cognitively informed designs of information presentations are better than conventional designs, the answer is clearly yes.

The second contribution of this paper is a demonstration that cognitively designed static multimodal (printed) and interactive graphical (computer-based) presentations are equally effective in communicating to novice learners. The kinds of interactions that only a computer-based multimedia or hypermedia presentation can support (such as hyperlinking, user control of animations and entering input data for simulations) and the dynamism of computer-based media (animations, audio) do not appear to improve comprehension of a presentation when the content and structure have been carefully designed. This suggests that the effectiveness of a cognitively designed presentation stems primarily from structure and content that can be replicated on paper, rather than from the interactivity and animation afforded by new media.
The third contribution of this paper is an illustration of how the design guidelines and principles derived from a comprehension model can be used to build effective hypermedia presentations. Toward this end, we explained how we used design recommendations derived from the model to design and revise interactive hypermedia presentations in the mechanical domain. We also generalized our design recommendations and applied them to a second domain, algorithms, with different characteristics. The generic structures of the machine and algorithm presentations shown in Figures 3–5 and 8 should be of assistance to designers of interactive presentations who wish to use our comprehension model to inform their designs. This paper thus exemplifies the application of research results from diagrammatic reasoning and cognitive psychology to human–computer interaction, by providing a framework for the design of interactive graphical and textual presentations that communicate effectively to users.

7.2. RELATED WORK

In both the machine and algorithm domains, we showed no advantage of computer-based presentations over printed presentations when both were designed according to our comprehension model. This result can be related to the literature on whether there are advantages of animations over static presentations. To date this literature has shown few benefits of animations. One research program (Rieber, 1990; Rieber, Boyce & Assad, 1990) showed advantages of animations over static graphics in teaching Newtonian Mechanics to fourth and fifth grade students, but found no such difference in teaching the same content to university students. Another study showed an advantage of an animation over written instructions to perform a task using a Graphical User Interface, but this difference was eliminated after practice on the task (Palmiter & Elkerton, 1993). The researchers speculated that animated demonstrations of procedural tasks may encourage processing at a superficial level (a form of mimicry), which does not lead to long-term retention and transfer. Experiments in the domain of meteorology (Lowe, 1994, 1999) indicate that novices have poor comprehension of both static and animated weather maps. In both cases, the information they extract is perceptually salient rather than thematically relevant, and inappropriate causal attributions are made to changing weather phenomena. A recent review concluded that in previous studies that showed advantages of animations over static media, there were procedural mismatches or the materials were not informationally equivalent, i.e. the animations presented more information than the static graphics (Tversky et al., 2002). In one experiment (Pane, Corbett & John, 1996), static printed and dynamic multimedia lessons on dynamic processes in biology were systematically constructed to be informationally equivalent. Consistent with our research, the authors found no significant evidence that the multimedia presentations enhanced students’ understanding of declarative information in the lessons when compared to static presentations.

There is a growing body of recent work addressing cognitive constraints on multimedia comprehension. With respect to the design of multimedia presentations, Mayer and Moreno (1998) have proposed the following principles. The multiple representation principle: it is better to present an explanation in words and pictures than
solely in words. *The contiguity principle:* it is better to present words and pictures contiguously rather than separately. *The split attention principle:* it is better to present words through the auditory channel when pictures are engaging the visual channel. *The individual differences principle:* the above principles are more important for novice and low spatial ability users. *The coherence principle:* use few, rather than many, extraneous words and pictures in explanations. The specific design guidelines discussed in Sections 2.1–2.6 are consistent with Mayer and Moreno’s principles. Our research has been informed by these principles in that our systems presented information in multiple representations, presented these representations contiguously and presented auditory commentaries to accompany animations. Furthermore, the compaction of presentations in the machine domain from its earlier versions (Figures 3 and 4) to the most recent version (Figure 5) obeys the coherence principle, in that we deleted or combined sections that were found to be extraneous in the earlier versions. However, our current research does not support the individual differences principle, in that at least in the machines domain, there was no evidence that our presentations were more effective for people with less knowledge or lower spatial ability.

Six additional principles are implicit in the cognitive model and design guidelines described in this paper. These can be described as follows. *The decomposition principle:* provide cues in verbal and visual representations that help users decompose the system or process being explained into simpler components. *The prior-knowledge principle:* use words and pictures that help users invoke and connect their prior knowledge to the external representations. *The co-reference principle:* use interactive and deictic devices to highlight the common referent when multiple verbal and visual references in different media refer to the same object or component. *The lines-of-action principle:* use words and pictures that help a user understand the physical, causal and logical connections among parts that determine how the behavior of each part of the system or process influences that of others. *The mental simulation principle:* use graphics and interactivity to encourage users to predict, or mentally simulate, the process or system that is being explained before providing an external animation. *The basic laws principle:* when the operation of a system depends on basic principles that might not be understood by all users, describe these principles explicitly in the context of the system being explained.

The research presented in this paper provides strong evidence that an interactive graphical presentation designed according to a combination of these six principles is superior to one that is not informed by these principles. However, it is important to determine which of these principles are responsible for the differences in comprehension outcomes demonstrated by the experiments. To date there is independent evidence for three of these principles. In an experiment in the algorithm domain, Hansen (1999) contrasted the full algorithm presentation with a version that had the analogy section removed. The absence of the analogy, designed to help a user build connections to prior knowledge, significantly impaired learning. This result provides support to the prior knowledge principle. In research in the domain of biology, Faraday and Sutcliffe (1997a, b) have shown that students learn more effectively from movies accompanied by commentaries, if visual cues such as arrows and highlighting draw their attention to the relevant parts of the display as they are described in the commentary. This provides evidence for the co-reference principle. In a recent series of experiments in the mechanical domain (Hegarty et al., 2002) we have shown that people learn more from
an animation of a mechanical system if they are first encouraged to mentally animate a static diagram of the system. Similarly, in the algorithm domain students tend to learn more from both printed materials and computer animations describing algorithms if they are encouraged to make predictions (Byrne et al., 2000), a task requiring mental simulation of the algorithm. These support the mental simulation principle. With respect to the lines-of-action principle, our experiments to date have not isolated the description of lines of action from the depiction of the operation of the system. Future research will test this and the decomposition and basic laws principles directly.

One potential application of these principles is in analyzing existing multimodal presentations to identify comprehension bottlenecks and to suggest improvements. Such an approach is illustrated by the work of Robertson and Kahney (1996). They used the framework of analogical problem solving to analyze difficulties in understanding problems provided in expository text on introductory programming. This analysis identified potential difficulties and misconceptions learners may encounter based on the number of inferences they need to make because information was not explicitly provided in the text, or because of a lack of sufficient information for correct analogical mapping to occur. Similarly, a multimodal expository presentation of a dynamic system could potentially be analyzed in terms of (1) whether it explicates or leaves to the learner to infer how the system is to be parsed into its constituents, (2) the extent to which it provides relevant background knowledge (for novices) and enables the activation of relevant prior knowledge (for experts), (3) whether multiple representations with the same referent are explicitly linked to make co-reference resolution easier, (4) whether lines of action are explicitly explained, especially when there are multiple lines of action that branch and merge in temporal and spatial dimensions and (5) whether it encourages learners to engage in mental simulation and prediction prior to showing animations of the system.

The comprehension model described in this paper is compatible with general cognitive architectures proposed in the literature. It is a process model that describes multimodal comprehension in terms of processes such as parsing, resolving co-references, etc. (as explained in Section 2). These processes might be characterized in more detail based on the constituents of a particular proposed cognitive architecture. For instance, it might be characterized according to the interacting cognitive subsystems (ICS) architecture (Barnard & Teasdale, 1991). This architecture is composed of nine functional sub-systems: three input sub-systems (acoustic, visual and proprioceptive), two output sub-systems (limb and articulatory) and four sub-systems that mediate between inputs and outputs (object-level, morphonolexical, prepositional and implicational). It allows the modeling of cognitive activity in human–computer interaction tasks as the storage, flow and transformation of different levels of mental representation (sensory, abstract and procedural) under coordinated and dynamic control of these sub-systems (Barnard & May, 1999). The processes of parsing the labeled diagram of a machine accompanied by explanatory text and building connections to relevant prior knowledge about its components, for example, may be cast in terms of interactions (i.e. creating image records, blending and transforming, in ICS terminology) among the visual, object-level, morphonolexical, prepositional and implicational sub-systems.
7.3. LIMITATIONS

Although we replicated the same results in the two domains, the advantages of the presentations designed according to our model were not quite as strong in the mechanical domain, particularly on the measure of troubleshooting. For this measure, cognitively designed multimodal presentations were superior to conventional printed presentations but not to conventional computer-based presentations that showed an animation of the flushing cistern. It is possible that participants already had prior knowledge of possible faults in the operation of a flushing cistern, based on their everyday experience, and that viewing an animation without a commentary was sufficient for them to later hypothesize the causes of possible faults.

Alternatively, our design guidelines might be more effective in abstract domains, in which the diagrams and animations are true visualizations of abstract phenomena, rather than in the domain of machines, in which animations show processes that are visible in the real world. A designer has more freedom in developing a visualization of an algorithm, because it is an inherently abstract entity. In contrast, a mechanical process has spatial and temporal limits that cannot be violated in a realistic animation. For example in the flushing cistern process, the event that stops the flow of water out of the tank (air entering the siphon bell) happens in an instant, whereas the process of refilling the tank takes about a minute. In a realistic animation, therefore, the former process will take less time and therefore be harder to comprehend, given temporal limits on comprehension processes. In the experiment presented in this paper, participants viewed animations of the flushing cistern that were temporally realistic. In ongoing research, we are testing a version of the flushing cistern animation that breaks the animation process into chunks and allows the user to speed up, slow down or repeat different phases of the process.

In this paper, we have treated the issues of static (printed) vs. dynamic (interactive and animated) media and match with a comprehension model as separate and orthogonal hypotheses. The picture that emerges in the two domains that we have studied to date is that the content and structure of the message are more important than interactivity and dynamics of the presentation. Whether this generalizes to other domains is the subject of our current and future research. For instance, at present we are investigating interactive graphical presentations of meteorological phenomena. It is possible that in some other domains a cognitive process model might lead to the prediction that a dynamic presentation will be more effective than a static presentation, for example because the phenomenon being explained is too complex to be mentally simulated. On the other hand, it is also possible that in some conditions static presentations will be more effective than animations, especially when learners have the knowledge necessary to mentally simulate processes from the static diagrams. Educational research has provided evidence that people learn more effectively if they are active in the learning process, and actually generate ideas or explanations (Chi et al., 1994). By analogy, there may be situations in which people learn more by mentally simulating an event than by viewing an external simulation shown as an animation. There is a real risk that by providing people with external simulations, we are preventing them from developing their ability to mentally simulate complex events. It is likely that powerful new tools such as computer visualizations and simulations are best
used to augment mental simulation processes and not as a substitute for these processes.
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